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Dead Flies on Frances Hill  

Two of us lived there in the flat on Frances Hill, but neither of us ever cleaned up. Dishes filled the 

sink until bacteria had colonised the pots and pans. Our coursework was scattered across the living 

room, notes that we never looked at again, books that were overdue from the university library. Jill 

argued with me about it every day. Who was going to clean the frying pan? When would we take the 

bin bags from the kitchen to the kerb? Was the ripe smell from the fridge my steaks or her tofu? 

Neither of us ever budged from our side of the argument, and so the mess continued. 

The most repulsive room in the flat was the bathroom. Our uncleanliness had turned it into a living 

breathing organism. To lift up the lino was to see the worst of it. Damp and rot coalesced like mud 

and water, and a large white patch that looked like a spider’s web sprawled across the dirty 

woodchip flooring. I googled it once and found it was a fungus called mycelium. It commonly grew in 

areas of extreme condensation, and there was nothing that could be done to stop it once it started. 

Our weak extraction fan and the lack of a window in the bathroom meant that every shower and 

bath we took made the mycelium spread further underneath the lino. I had visions of it moving up 

the walls, over the peeling yellow wallpaper and the mildewed blue tiles, and over Jill or I’s skin like 

vines creeping around a body, suffocating us to death.  

Thousands of tiny bugs crawled across the mycelium to eat the nutrients it provided, so many that 

they moved in unison, shifting like grains of rice in a large plastic bag. Every month or so I lifted the 

lino and hoovered them up. Their minuscule bodies crunched satisfyingly as the hoover roared. I 

never told Jill I did this – the last thing I wanted was another vegan rant about the sanctity of life, 

how those bugs had as much right to live as I did. 

Jill and I’s bedroom walls were next to each other, so the sounds of her fucking her boyfriend every 

Saturday and Sunday morning filled my ears in panoramic sound. She screamed and howled like 

someone who’d watched too much porn. It was a twice-weekly Oscar-worthy performance. His 
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grunts and groans were more subdued, like a joiner sawing a plank of two by four, but they’d grow 

to a loud and uncontrolled wail whenever he was close to cumming. When it became too loud, and it 

always became too loud, I’d take a bath and smoke a joint. It was quieter in the bathroom. The low 

hum of the extractor fan blocked out their noise, although I’d usually still hear Jill faking an orgasm 

to make Eric cum faster.  

The fungal smell of the mycelium sapped most of the relaxation from my bath, as did the dead flies 

plastered in the ceiling. They were another consequence of the condensation. The flies would 

become trapped in the tiny droplets of water that formed over the white ceiling, and drown. They 

stuck up there like ink on blotter paper, my personal insect graveyard. If Jill ever cleaned the 

bathroom, we wouldn’t have this problem, I thought. 

I stared at those dead insects a lot. Some looked like they might still be alive, their stalky legs 

hanging from the ceiling like they were trapped in amber. Others were mashed and unrecognisable 

in the paintwork. They looked like the rest of the black mould stuck to the ceiling. The occasional 

bluebottle that was strong enough to crawl out of the water droplets would scuttle across the ceiling 

and fly around the room. I’d look at them while I lay in the bath. They moved at random, just like 

me. A week or two later, I’d find them lying dead in the hallway or the living room. They were usually 

fat from the crumbs and dirt that lay around the house.  

‘One, two, three, four,’ I’d mumble to myself, counting every bug in the growing mass of black, ‘five 

six, seven, eight, nine, ten…’ 

‘Oh fuck, Eric, cum inside me, cum inside me!’ 

‘…eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen…’ 

‘Cum for me! Cum for me! Fill me up!’ 

‘…sixteen, seventeen, eighteen…’ 
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‘Fill me up, baby! That’s it! Fill me up!’ 

‘…nineteen, twenty, twenty-one…’ 

‘Oh yes! YES! YES!’ 

At first, the number of flies was small. My count would stop around thirty. Then it grew to around 

forty or fifty. Small flies scraped into the ceiling through time. Fat flies that looked like large black 

blobs. Winged ants from the summertime that crawled in through the front door. All dead. All 

statued in fear and struggle.  

Would I die like them, I wondered as I rolled another joint on the toilet seat. If I was dragged under 

the sea during a day at the beach, my foot caught in some seaweed, I’d struggle for a while. I’d try to 

catch my breath before my lungs caved in. If I was alone, no one would be there to drag me from the 

deep. My body would become food for the fishes. The smaller ones would nibble at my flesh and the 

larger would take bites out of my deteriorating head and decomposing insides. After a few weeks, 

only bones would be left. Sea creatures would take as many nutrients from there as they could. Then 

I’d be alone with nothing left.  

It’ll be the same whether I’m trapped or not, I thought. I’ll die eventually and be either food for the 

worms or the flames. Doesn’t matter if Jill convinced me to cut down on steaks, wine and cheese. 

She’ll die too and the last moment will be as confused as a fly in a droplet of water.  

Someone started knocking on the bathroom door. I put on a dressing gown and answered. It was 

Eric. He was shirtless and muscular. He spent most of his mornings at the gym. His handsome face 

was flushed. ‘I’m bustin’ for a piss, pal,’ he said to me. I looked at him, letting my gaze wander over 

his torso, then let him in and went to my bedroom to dry myself off.  

That night I had a dream, and it was the first of many. 
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The bathroom was drenched in a mass of black dots, each moving separately, each swarming around 

me as I lay on the lino, each with a pincer aimed at a separate section of my body, each tying my 

arms and legs and straitjacketing me to the floor, and I screamed but no noise came out, but more 

black dots flew from my mouth to form something bigger. It was a giant bug, its wings expanding 

and circling all around me, gross and shiny like bile in the sunlight. It developed eyes, huge white 

eyes without pupils that stared at me for a long time, what felt like years, until my breath ran out 

and its giant pincer pierced me in the stomach. As it pierced me and pierced me and pierced me, my 

body turned into water, first my arms then my legs then my torso and finally my head, and the 

piercing continued until I evaporated and the bug developed a smile and made a low mordant noise 

that echoed around the room, and every black dot joined in with it. My screams made a sound then, 

and I woke up and realised I had been screaming in reality as well as dreams.  

‘Jesus, are you alright?’ Jill shouted through the wall.  

‘Fine,’ I shouted back. It was four in the morning. I rolled a joint to calm me down.  

The dreams continued so I stopped taking baths and listened to Jill and Eric have sex instead. 

Sometimes I’d think about Eric, wondering if I’d fake it with him too, if his discussions on workout 

routines and mycoprotein were worth the type of orgasm that required the embellishment of a 

dominatrix teasing their client. Then I’d think about the insects again, roll another joint and try to 

block out the noise. Once they were done, I’d hear Eric knock on the bathroom door, expecting me 

to be in there like I always was, as though I was part of their ritual. Then I’d hear him carefully open 

the door and head in. I wondered if the bugs would fly onto his skin and eat him whole. Sometimes I 

thought about it a lot. Tiny bugs were crawling and eating me from the inside, compacting my 

bowels and causing cancers. I felt them all the time now.  

One Sunday, three weeks before our lease was finished, I waited in the bath and heard Jill groan. 

There were over a hundred dead bugs on the ceiling now, each of them staring down at my naked 
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body. I heard Eric leaving the bedroom and walking across the hallway, before tapping on the 

unlocked bathroom door. I made no sound. He walked in, saw me, said, ‘Fuck, sorry,’ but didn’t 

move or look away. ‘That’s okay,’ I said. ‘Look up while I put on a towel.’ He did. I slowly climbed out 

of the bath and reached for my towel on the rack, watching his gawping face staring up at the 

insects. A few live ones were crawling over his feet, under his soles and around his arches. He was 

sweaty, just like every other Sunday that I saw him. ‘She’s faking it, you know,’ I told him. He looked 

down from the ceiling towards me, my towel barely hanging on. ‘Aren’t we all?’ he said. My flesh 

twitched, every bug that had burrowed underneath me was ready to be vomited out. I left, brushing 

past Eric’s body at the door, went to my room and threw up bile all over the wooden flooring. A 

giant bug was born around me and smiled, pustules of white coalescing over its black scales. The 

mouth it created for itself opened like an adder’s and breathed me in, until every bug that it was 

formed from bit at my skin and I was drowned as they crawled into my mouth and down my throat. 

They were everything, beetles and flies and moths and spiders and worms draining me of colour. I 

heard Eric flush the toilet and leave the bathroom without washing his hands. The sounds of his feet 

stopped at my door for a moment before moving into Jill’s room. At these noises the bugs 

disappeared and I was left lying flat on my back. I removed the towel from myself and lay naked for a 

while, doing nothing but lying there in the cold. I never saw the bugs again.  

Our lease was over by the middle of May. Jill told me she was moving in with Eric in a flat on 

Fairbank Street. ‘Somewhere clean,’ she said. I moved out too, found a one-bedroom flat nearer the 

university. Every room was newly furnished. ‘The last tenant made a mess of it,’ the landlord told 

me. ‘Fuckin’ students.’ 

The ceilings were pristine and white. They were empty. I was on the second floor which overlooked a 

main street. People walked past at all hours of the day, sometimes from work, sometimes from the 

park nearby, sometimes from the student union. I’d look out most hours and wonder why it looked 
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so neutral but violent as I smoked more weed. Weekends were quiet. They were when I thought 

about the flat on Frances Hill the most, of the swelling sensation of my flesh being torn apart.   


